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Koehler Paper Expands Laser Range of reacto® Carbonless Paper 

 Range supplement for carbonless paper suitable for laser printing  
 Extensive laser range now commercially available 
 Middle sheet and end sheet now also available in laser grade in blue and green 

Oberkirch, 31/10/2023 - Koehler Paper, part of the Koehler group and manufacturer of reacto® carbonless 
paper, is delighted to announce that it is expanding its laser range. This means that the whole range of 
reacto® carbonless paper, which are suitable for laser printing, are now available from trade outlets.  The 
laser grades offer customers outstanding printing quality and flawless carbon copy function for a range of 
different applications. 

Outstanding Properties Meet Customer Requirements 

“We are happy to support our customers by expanding our laser range of carbonless paper,” said Marco 
Lang, Division Director for reacto® carbonless paper. “Our goal is to offer high-quality products that meet 
our customers’ requirements. In order to do this, we are now making the comprehensive laser range com-
mercially available.” This means that middle sheet CFB and end sheet CF are now also available in the 
colors blue and green.  

Customers can expect reliable and high-quality paper that helps them to optimize their business processes. 
The laser grades of the reacto® carbonless paper boast outstanding copying properties after printing. They 
are ideal for preprint, can be effortlessly used on all dry toner-based printing systems and also work on 
various inkjet printers. 



 

 
 

Figure: Koehler Paper expands its laser range of reacto® carbonless paper. Source: Koehler Paper 

 

  



 

 
 

About the Koehler Group 

The Koehler Group was founded in 1807 and has been family-run from that moment to the present day. 
The group's core business activity lies in the development and production of high-quality specialty paper. 
This includes—among others—thermal paper, playing card board, drinks coasters, fine paper, carbonless 
paper, recycled paper, decor paper, wood pulp board, sublimation papers, and also innovative specialty 
papers for the packaging industry since 2019. In Germany, the Koehler Group employs around 2,500 peo-
ple across five production sites, with three additional sites in the USA. The group operates internationally, 
with an export share of around 75% in 2022, and brings in an annual turnover of around 1.3 billion euros. 

As an energy-intensive company, Koehler invests in renewable energy projects such as wind energy, hy-
dropower, photovoltaics, and biomass with its Koehler Renewable Energy business unit. The Koehler 
Group has set a goal of producing more energy from renewable sources by 2030 than is required for its 
paper production operations. 

With its Koehler Innovative Solutions division, Koehler is collaborating with start-ups to promote innova-
tions in the core business segments “paper” and “renewable energy”. 

Find more information at: https://www.koehler.com 
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